JUICE CABIN PRODUCTS & UNIQUE FLAVOURS

STANDARD FLAVOURS 70/30 VG/PG

This is our bread and butter standard flavours line and each one has been made specially for you by me. Each of my flavours contains a multitude of other individual flavours that I combine in varying quantities to produce unique flavours for you (the recipe). The Manufacturer of our Flavourings include Capella, Perfumers Apprentice, Inawera, FlavourArt and others. All top flight Worldwide named manufacturers. The VG and PG is pharmaceutical grade and of the highest quality. Available as zero nicotine, 3mg, 6mg and 12mg as either 60ml Short Fills with nic shots or 120ml short fills with nic shots. Juices are 70/30 VG/PG ratio and suitable for most styles of vaping in most tanks.

Don’t forget to subscribe to the Juice Cabin Facebook Group for equipment videos, general gossip, help and advice from everyone and occasionally some fun :) The business page for products is at Facebook Page

LYCURRANT

Lycurrant is a blend of lychee fruits and blackcurrant with turkish delight pink jelly at the end.

WRIGGLERS SPEARMINT

Classic spearmint bubblegum flavour

CHERRY SHERBET

Cherry Sherbet has lashings of sherbet, sweet, tarty and mouth watering with a distinctive cherry exhale
PINEBERRY
A delicious blend of juicy pineapple, strawberry, cream and yogurt for a refreshing sweet n tarty vape

BUTTERBEER
Butterbeer is a superior butterscotch, hot butter, caramel and magic potion to soften the hardest of hearts and bring a spot of magic to tanks and drippers everywhere

PEANUT BRITTLE TOFFEE
Sumptuous roasted peanuts in a buttery toffee

LIMEBERRY
Sweet and refreshing blend of limes, strawberry yogurt and cream

BUTTER TOFFEE POPCORN
Moorish popcorn smothered in buttery toffee coating - bring on the vid!

CUSTARD DONUT
A deep fried fluffy fresh donut filled with creamy vanilla custard Mmmm!

PINEBERRY
Sweet juicy pineapple, juicy strawberries, cream and yogurt for a refreshing sweet and tarty vape

BANANA SPLIT
Uber smooth banana split lashings of ice cream with whipped cream and a drizzle of strawberry sauce that is simply divine.

RHUBARB ICE CREAM
Classic taste of rhubarb combined with lashings of vanilla ice cream. Like rhubarb and custard but not so vanillary

BLACK ICE
Black ice is a cooling blend of blackcurrants and three coolers.
**BIG MACS CHERRY BERRY**
An infusion of mixed berries with delicious black and red cherries

**APPLE PICKIN CUSTARD**
Here's a wonderful blend of apple pie, golden baked pastry filled with lots of juicy, sweet and tart apples served with an overwash of vanilla custard. This was the name chosen by Members of the Juice Cabin Facebook Group

**PONTEFRACIT CAKES - STANDARD EDITION**
This is the standard version version and is 70/30 blend. What can I say about the native goodies. Pontefract Cakes are as the name suggests from Pontefract and have been made there since 1760. Delicious confection of sweet liquorice and caramel with that creamy aftertaste.

**COCONUT COOKIE**
Coconut Cookie is a delicious blend of coconut and a real nice biscuit base

**HIGHLAND MIST**
Vanilla ice cream smothered in butterscotch sauce

**LEMNUT**
Fluffy fresh lemon flavoured donuts

**LEMON BLISS**
Fresh lemon ice cream flavour

**MARLEY'S MIST**
Jamaican lemon and ginger cake flavour yeah mon!

**MELOBERRY KIWI**
A fruity explosion of watermelons, strawberries and kiwi fruit

**MINT CHOC CHIP**
Smooth minty ice cream flavour with chocolate
PEACH BLISS
Umptious ice cream infused with yellow and white peaches

RAZZLINA
Grapefruit and candyfloss delight

SCOTCH PEAR
A smooth blend of butterscotch sauce and pears

STRAWBERRY CREAMS
Like the traditional custard cream biscuit but strawberry!

STRAWBERRY KICK
Sweet strawberries with a surprise of cracked black pepper

VANILLA MILKSHAKE
Leaves your mouth coated in a delicious vanilla cream

WOCCLES
This is a smooth whiskey, orange, coffee and cream vape

TOFFEE CREME
This is a smooth butter toffee flavour like Werthers

CINNANUT DANISH
Cinnamon danish vape with a sprinkling of mixed nuts

CHERRY COLA
Lovely bright refreshing cherry cola flavour with added bright cherries

PRINCESS PEACH
Delightful fresh juicy peaches with candy floss
**Rhubarb Ice Cream**
Delicious blend of pink rhubarb and vanilla ice cream.

**Black Jacks**
The classic black sweet is here and is delicious!

**Lez Astaire**
Les Astair is a delicious blend of blackcurrants and aniseed tones, fruity and smooth.

**Jaffa Cakes**
Classic Jaffa Cakes and orange cakiness with chocolate.

**Banana Dream**
A double dose of banana with banana split, sweet cream and a caramel sauce. Mmmoorish or what!

**Best Custard**
Best Custard is a blend of vanillas and vanilla custards which produces a lucious and thick tasting vape with good mouth cling and lingering custardy taste.

**Blobb**
Blueberry minty menthol. Floury, fruity blueberries with a touch of other berries bathed in refreshing cool minty menthol.

**Butter Toffee Mintoes**
Here's one that was requested. It's liquid buttery, minty delicious toffeeiness otherwise known as Mintoes.... but without the calories!

**Callisto**
Callisto is a blend of liquified melons in all their forms, cantaloupe, water and sweet are all represented as is the flavour of cotton candy (candy floss to us Brits!) captured from the clouds of Callisto!

**Cherry Bakewell**
Classic cherry bakewell tart - note this is not cherry flavour it's more almondy.
CITRUS BLAST
Whooshk! A heady blend of citrus including oranges, lemons, lime, tangerines and grapefruit head this mouth watering line up but as an added extra there's a lovely cool blast of light menthol

EUCALYPTUS BERRY KICKER
WOWSER! Eucalyptus Berry Kicker is an intense blend of 9 different flavourings including blackberry, blueberry, cherry and raspberry plus a range of menthol and eucalyptus

EUROPA
Europa, raspberry ripple ice cream with a white chocolate shell

FRUITY JUICE
Fruity Juice is the latest strawberry fest but this juice takes on a 'Juicy Fruit' taste that is not actually strawberry! It's a delicious sweet blend of strawberries and a bit of magic

GANIMEDE
Ganymede is soft juicy peaches with cream, vanilla and vanilla ice cream It's a delicious sweet blend of strawberries and a bit of magic

GOLDILOX
Goldilox is a super blend of many varieties of vanilla,, custards, butter and cakey goodness! The resulting juice is a thick tasting buttery vanilla with the lovely thick aftertaste that sticks to the roof of your mouth..

HORCHELUXE
SMOOTH golden yellow vape. The prominent flavour here is horchata which gives a lovely thick tiger nut creaminess with buttery vanilla aftertaste. A gentle kiss of bold tobacco lends an earthiness to it with a dash of popcorn to help that buttery finish.

LEMONYPTUS
I'm sure you've guessed, is a blend of several lemon types, eucalyptus, menthol and other goodies. Somewhat like a 'Tunes' or even a 'Lockets'

IO
Apple flavoured ocean which has swirls of cool mint and cotton candy waves
IRISH CREAM
Here's a lovely smooth flavour developed for a customer (Widdi) who was looking for an Irish Cream that's more than just 'irish cream' concentrate made up in to juice. This recipe combines 5 different flavourings to produce a creamy vape with the true flavour of Irish Cream

MARATHON
Marathon is a blend of roasted peanut butter, caramel and rich chocolate!

MIDNIGHT MINT
Treat yourself to a bottle of Midnight Mint. Smooth chocolate with minty and tropical coconut undertones.

PANDORA
Here is Pandora, a delicious blend of strawberries, apples and soft yellow peaches but be warned.... take off the lid and you'll not be able to put it down!

PEACH YOGHURT
Here's a lovely slightly tarty but very peachy vape, has the taste of sweet and juicy fresh peaches in yoghurt.

SISTER AGATHA’S SICILIAN LEMON CHEESECAKE
Oh my. What a lovely juice this is. It’s got a gentle but distinct Sicilian lemon and lime flavour with a gingery, buttery biscuit base beneath a creamy lemon cheesecake filling.

SPARKLEBERRY
Incredibly fruity and berry berry nice indeed - you see what I did there! This one is an explosion of mixed berries and guava with a cooling menthol exhale.

STRAW MUFF
Deeeelish is how I describe this. Straw Muff in a soft cakey goodness with a strawberry flock on! I was trying to get the flavour of strawberry muffins, I get mine from ASDA so if you get them there you'll know the flavour.

STRAWBERRY BLISS
Another incredibly moorish vape, this one is based on multiple strawberry types with double dose of fresh kiwi and tempered with delicious vanilla ice cream!
STRAWBERRY YOGHURT
Here's a lovely slightly tarty but equally sweet strawberry vape, it has the taste of sweet and ripe strawberries in creamy yoghurt.

TOBILLA
LOVELY golden yellow smooth vape. The background is a blanket of deep vanilla custard, marshmallow and pralines & cream with added butter and sweet nutty tones from the horchata.

PINK LEMON BOMB
Here's a lovely bright and fresh tasting pink lemonade type flavour with slight fizz to it.

FRUITY BUSH
Fruity Bush is a combination of all manner of berries and fruits that grow on bushes, they are all in this mouthwatering liquid.

TOBACCO FLAVOURS
As well as fruity and dessert flavours we also offer several unique tobacco flavours all 70/30 VG/PG blend.

BLUE RIDGE
You can just imagine Laurel and Hardy vaping along on Blue Ridge tobacco flavour e-liquid as the song goes right up there in the mountains of Virginia. Here's a super smooth golden leaved tobacco cigarette type e-liquid with vanilla for your satisfaction.

COLLIERS CHOICE
I designed this one to be a good choice for those wanting the flavour of a golden tobacco but without the associated smoke! It's a soft and golden flavour brimming with tobaccoiness. Based on RY4 types and named in favour of my local Rugby team - The Colliers!

VIRGINIAN CREME
Soft Virginian blended tobacco with a deluxe vanilla edge, smooth and moorish yet satisfying and crave powerful.

SADDLEBACK
You're trotting along in the American midwest on your trusty steed when you really fancy a smoke. Instead of that grab this Saddleback e-liquid which is an intoxicating blend of Western type tobaccos, nutty, sweet and very satisfying - yeehaw!
PREMIUM RED HONEY
Smooth, sweet premium Tennessee tobacco blend giving a soft vape with peppery woody notes, hazelnut and sweet vanilla undertones

PREMIUM MONTECRISTO
Delicious premium cuban blend giving a soft vape with woody notes, hazelnut and sweet vanilla undertones

PREMIUM MARL
Lovely smooth alternative to a cigarette or rolling tobacco. A sweet blend of tobaccos giving rich light cuban, slight caramel and maple undertones with a lovely clean taste with max satisfaction.

RUBUS BLACK
Rubus Black offers a blend of smooth yet bold tobacco tempered with the floral sweet notes of blackberries and blueberries. A deliciously moorish all day vape that is bold yet gentle

TOBILLA
LOVELY golden yellow smooth vape. The background is a blanket of deep vanilla custard, marshmallow and pralines & cream with added butter and sweet nutty tones from the horchata

HORCHELUXE
SMOOTH golden yellow vape. The prominent flavour here is horchata which gives a lovely thick tiger nut creaminess with buttery vanilla aftertaste. A gentle kiss of bold tobacco lends an earthiness to it with a dash of popcorn to help that buttery finish.
BARISTA BAR® RANGE 70/30 VG/PG

Here's the Barista Bar® range of e-liquids. These are all coffee based flavours and include classics like Caramel Latte, Colombian Gold and limited editions. These juices are handcrafted by a coffee madman (Les) and contains specially selected hand roasted coffee beans and Madagascan Vanilla Pods.

COLOMBIAN GOLD BY BARISTA BAR®

Whether it's a wake up espresso in the morning or a relaxing latte in the evening after a long day's work, those who enjoy coffee enjoy a good coffee not just 'normal' coffee. This juice is handcrafted by a coffee madman and contains specially selected coffee beans which are hand roasted to perfection and infused into the liquid using a special secret process. As well as being infused with the beans each bottle contains an average of 5 roasted coffee beans to further enhance the flavour which develops further the longer you leave it. Made in very small batches so only available in 60ml bottles.

HAZELNUT LATTE BY BARISTA BAR®

This juice contains specially selected Puerto Rico fino AA Yauco Selecto coffee beans which are hand roasted to perfection and infused into the liquid using a special secret process. As well as being infused with the beans each bottle contains an average of 5 roasted coffee beans to further enhance
the flavour which develops further the longer you leave it. I've added a generous amount of Hazelnut to this one giving an additional nutty edge

**VANILLA LATTE  BY BARISTA BAR®**

This juice contains specially selected Brazilian Fazenda Vale del Sol coffee beans which are hand roasted to perfection and infused into the liquid using a special secret process. As well as being infused with the beans each bottle contains an average of 5 roasted coffee beans AND a genuine Madagascan Vanilla bean to further enhance the flavour which develops further the longer you leave it. I've added a generous amount of Madagascan vanilla cream to this one giving an additional edge

**CARAMEL LATTE  BY BARISTA BAR®**

This Caramel Latte is a blend of 6 different flavourings and gives a lovely creamy light coffee taste with a smooth caramel tone - not too strong tasting like some can be

---

**ICE MAN® RANGE 70/30 VG/PG**

Ice Man juices are fruity vapes infused with Arctic frost from the planet Koolada. No menthol is used to further your enjoyment of the flavour without the associated flavour killing menthol. All 70/30 VG/PG blend
LIME ICE
Lime Ice is a delightful mouthwatering blend of fresh limes infused with an arctic is blast (not menthol)

BLUEBERRY ICE
Blueberry Ice is a sumptuous mix of dark blue ripe and sweet blueberries infused with an arctic is blast (not menthol)

STRAWBERRY ICE
Sweet and refreshing blend of limes, strawberry yogurt and cream

BLACKBERRY ICE
Blackberry Ice is a delicate but distinct blackberry juice infused with an arctic is blast (not menthol)

APPLE ICE
Apple Ice is a fruity blend of tarty and sweet apple infused with an arctic is blast (not menthol)

MINT ICE
Mint Ice is powerful sweet minty vape infused with an arctic is blast (not menthol)

PINEAPPLE ICE
Pineapple Ice is freshly squeezed juicy sweet pineapples infused with an arctic is blast (not menthol)
The MooMan range is a take on thick milkshakes. These taste like the thick milkshakes you get at McDonalds and so on. Sweet flavoursome strawberry, banana and chocolate

**MOOBERRY BY MOOMAN® - STRAWBERRY**
Imagine sitting at a red and yellow table with a large thick milkshake infused with juicy sun ripened strawberries and that's what this e-liquid represents. Deliciously milky, creamy and strawberry-y. Bit like a Big Mac thick milkshake

**MOONANA BY MOOMAN® - BANANA**
Imagine sitting at a red and yellow table with a large thick milkshake infused with sweet ripe bananas and topped with whipped cream. Deliciously milky, creamy and bananar-y

**MOOCHOC BY MOOMAN® - CHOCOLATE**
Imagine sitting at a red and yellow table with a large thick milkshake infused with chocolate nuggins and topped with whipped cream. Deliciously milky, creamy and chocolate-y

**CHARITY EDITIONS - WEBSITE**
Charity Editions are usually recipes sent in and are sold on the website. For each charity product sold a minimum of £1 goes in to the charity pot for distribution to your chosen charity/s each year. The larger the bottle the higher the contribution.
KILBERRY

This recipe has been sent in by Richy and we have created it here for you so you enjoy it too. Kilberry is a blend of sweet Strawberry and Kiwi with a hint of yoghurt. When purchased from the website this is a Charity item with at least £1 per bottle going to your chosen charity/s at the end of the year.

SPECIAL EDITIONS

Special Editions are those juices that I have made that have particularly expensive or elaborate techniques involved which makes them harder and more expensive to make. They are also only made in small batches so are limited supply. These bottles contain botanical ingredients in the bottle to enhance the flavour. As such they carry an additional warning of NOT SUITABLE FOR THOSE WITH HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE OR PREGNANT

LUCIUS - SPECIAL EDITION

At the end of the summer deep, dark purple sweet but tarty blackcurrants are ready, here we have Lucius which combines all the elements of a good blackcurrant and combines it with a smooth cooling exhale. Both sweet and tarty describes delicious tasting Lucius. A bit like Blackcurrant Tunes or Blackcurrant Lockets 80/20 VG/PG for drippers and large tanks

SUNSHINE ORANGE - SPECIAL EDITION

Orange, pure sunshine and a touch of magic. This reminds me of freshly squeezed orange juice from a Spanish roadside ‘stall’ around Valencia. Think Haliborange or Orange Tic Tacs, Kia Ora etc. 80/20 VG/PG for drippers and large tanks

PONTEFRACT CAKES - SPECIAL EDITION

From my hometown I bring you Pontefract Cakes vape. Delicious confection of sweet liquorice and caramel with that creamy aftertaste. Each bottle contains an actual Licorice Stick as used in the making of Pontefract Cakes and undergoes our unique method of production.
MADAGASCAN GOLD - SPECIAL EDITION

Here's Madagascan Gold a pure vanilla fest for those who enjoy a good vanilla flavour. This flavour involves a unique method to make and features an actual Madagascan Vanilla Bourbon bean pod inside each bottle to infuse their magic if you can keep off it.

OTHER PRODUCTS

BASE MATERIALS, BOTTLES & SYRINGES

Nicotine Shots 10ml in 15mg, 18mg and 20mg in 100% VG and 18mg, 20mg in 100% PG - OUR FLAVOURS USE 18mg VG versions.

Pure VG 250ml, 500ml, 1000ml and 5 litre drums.

Pure PG 250ml, 500ml, 1000ml and 5 litre drums.

Flavouring concentrates 10ml, 30ml, 50ml and 100ml bottles Perfumers Apprentice, Capella and Juice Cabin

Sterile Syringes in 1ml, 2.5ml, 5ml, 10ml, 20ml, 30ml & 50ml

LDPE empty bottles, thin tip and cap packs of 10, 30, 50 and 100 bottles

Short Fill Stubby empty bottles 60ml in packs of 10 bottles, tips and caps.

Short Fill Stubbe empty bottles 120ml in packs of 10 bottles, tips and caps.

Pyrex Glass Lab Bottles in 100ml, 250ml, 500ml, 1 litre and 2 litre sizes
MODS AND TANKS

Mods are the part of an e-cig that holds the battery and usually has some form of circuitry in it to control the wattage, temperature and safety features. On to this ‘mod’ you screw your tank. The tank is the bit that holds the liquid. Inside this ‘tank’ there is a coil head unit. This unit is the part that actually vapourises the liquid and produces the vapour. This will need changing regularly to ensure a good quality vaping experience and flavour from your juice. The coil contains a wick, this wick is usually made of pure cotton and is the bit that gets clogged up first. It’s the bit of cotton that actually comes in contact with a hot wire (the coil) inside the coil head unit. This gets full of residue after a while as the liquid is vapourised off it, it’s also the same bit that absorbs liquid to draw it to the top onto the coil. Change these coil head units around every 1 - 4 weeks depending on a few factors. The temperature or wattage you vape at, the amount of vaping you do in a day, the type of flavour you’re vaping and changing flavours in the tank, these are all things that affect how long a coil will last so the same coil may last some people only a few days whilst other people it may last over a month. Each person's usage is as individual as they are.

Drippes or RDA are also available are these only contain a small amount of liquid so the coil has to be constantly ‘dripped’ on (hence the name) to keep the cotton fed with liquid. These also take bare metal coils in to which you must thread a cotton wick to hold the juice whilst being vapourised - just like the ‘tank’ above except there’s no glass tank holding liquid. These dippers are for advanced users only as they require making or buying metal coils, fitting the coil to the base, threading cotton wool through the coil as well as knowing the ohm's law for safety purposes. You can’t just chuck any old coil in there and start vaping because this can be dangerous. Google search ‘ohm’s law vaping’

MODS

Mods and kits are available from SMOK, OBS, Sigelei Wisec, SnowWolf and Vaporesso as Temperature Control, Wattage Control, Squonkers, Starter Kits & Mechanical Mods

TANKS

Tanks are available from SMOK, Innokin, Advken and Vandy as Standard Tanks & Rebuildable Tanks (RDTA)

DRIPPERS RDA

Dippers are available from OBS, Augvape, Digiflavor, Hellvape, Wismec
BATTERIES

**Batteries** are 18650 from Sony and Samsung 18650 and 26650

**Pre-made coils** both blank for RDA, RDTA and Coil Heads for tanks

**Handmade Coils** by Foggy Bob

ACCESSORIES

A range of **accessories** like drip tips, coil machines, spare glass tanks etc are also available

The above are available from our other site at [http://www.cabinmods.com](http://www.cabinmods.com)

---

**CabinDrops**

[http://www.cabindrops.com](http://www.cabindrops.com)

All of the juices available on Juice Cabin are also available as concentrates for those that prefer to make their own juices at home. As well as the 80+ unique flavours I’ve produced for you there are hundreds of individual flavours from World renowned companies like Perfumers Apprentice and Capella. We stock their entire range of flavourings in 10ml, 30ml, 50ml and 100ml bottles.

---

**JUICE CABIN ONLINE SHOP - FOR YOUR JUICE**

[http://www.juicecabin.com](http://www.juicecabin.com)
CABIN MODS ONLINE SHOP - FOR MODS, TANKS & COILS ETC
http://www.cabinmods.com

CABIN DROPS ONLINE SHOP - FOR FLAVOURINGS
http://www.cabindrops.com

JUICE CABIN PHYSICAL SHOP
The actual shop should open sometime at the end of February/beginning of March but for the time being the address is secret - I’ve been here before remember!

In the shop when it opens you’ll be able to buy your Juices as normal in addition though you’ll be able to buy the JC concentrates as well as Capella, Perfumers Apprentice and others. The plain pharma grade VG and PG plus bottles and nicotine shots, mods, tanks, drippers kits and everything else associated.

You all know I’m quite a fan of coffee and so part of the facility will include a drinks bar for Tea and of course Coffee. Now the coffee we’ll be serving is the JC House Blend, the name’s not very exciting but the varieties of beans I’ve selected for the blend make it truly top notch. If you’re not content with JC House Blend then of course I will be offering come more specialised single origin coffees. A single origin coffee is a coffee that only comes from a single farmer or market and means the beans are in very short supply.

Here’s some of the coffee on offer
If you like a good coffee made from actual roast coffee beans rather than from a glass jar then you may be interested in our range of Hand Roasted Coffee. The JC House Blend is far more exciting than the name suggests and is my own blend of hand roasted coffee beans from Brazil, Colombia and Costa Rica from single sources or named plantations. Roasted to perfection then ground on the day of dispatch for either Espresso grind (fine) or Cafetiere aka French Press (coarse).